Supply Chain Analytics Expert / Project Manager
Full Time

At Log-hub, we build advanced Supply Chain Analytics solutions for our customers. We help them to get visibility and make smarter data driven decisions. We develop our tailor made solutions based on the latest mathematical optimization, machine learning and mapping technologies.

You combine analytics and communication skills to architect and enhance Log-hub’s activities, including managing customer projects and help us to build first class analytics solutions.

Responsibilities

• Manage Supply Chain Analytics projects - acquisition, project management, requirement specification, technology selection, result communication.
• Design, specify and develop machine learning and mathematical optimization solutions.
• Work with large, complex data sets. Solve difficult, non-routine analysis problems, applying advanced analytical methods as needed.
• Setting up end-to-end data science workflows that includes data gathering and requirements specification, processing, analysis, ongoing deliverables, and presentations.
• Interact cross-functionally with a wide variety of people. Work closely with Product Development and Sales to identify opportunities for, design, and assess improvements to Log-hub solutions.

Qualifications

• PhD or master degree in a quantitative discipline (e.g. industrial engineering, statistics, applied mathematics or similar) or equivalent practical experience.
• Experience in Python (Anaconda distribution, especially in Pandas, Numpy, Scikit Learn)
• Experience with databases (especially SQL)
• Experience in BI tools (e.g. Microsoft PowerBI)
• Experience with dashboard design and data viz tools (such as bokeh and plotly).
• Ideally first experiences on KNIME Data Science platform
• Experience in Microsoft Office (especially Excel)
• Strong Verbal and Written Communication Skills in German and English
• Ability to build relations quickly and effectively
• Friendly and professional demeanor
• Team working capability

Sounds interesting? Please send your application to operations@log-hub.com
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